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All project partners have been working to set up 
 local steering groups of active people in each
partner country. As a result, within the framework
of the project the steering group participants have
been creating and sharing different environment–
related stories with visual materials  
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To get a broader view of initiatives that aim to
support environment-friendly lifestyle, the
partnership collected examples of different best
practices, which have proven to be successful in
raising environmental awareness 

www.sih.lt
coordinator www.moremosaic.euwww.eurofortis.lv

Who we are?
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Self-planted forest in Madona. Crops used to grow in the visible areas. In the
past, there was an uncultivated field overgrown with alder trees. Ten years ago
the owner of the forest planted fir trees, and now there is a beautiful new growth
forest.
Find the story on Eurofortis Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/eurofortis/posts/pfbid02N3oL7kxheMJFsXsneo3eCBZABkXRL34Lo
XVs8EuHqmovCyYz54pc3VXSGDzqM6WTl 

Some of the Green Future stories..

As a result of community efforts, the bush near to a construction site was saved
from uprooting. The actors worked incognito for the sake of the Chirping Bush.
The story of the Chirping Bush reveals how a small act of one person can start
awareness and activity in the community.
Find the story on SIH Vilnius Facebook page: 
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=608406951302915&set=a.439888438154768

Story about reforestation (Latvia) 

Story about protecting a bush (Lithuania)
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Some of the Green Future stories..

Swedavia that owns and operates Stockholm Arlanda Airport has always
prioritised its work with environmental issues. During recent years the emissions
of fossil carbon dioxide at the airport was cut more than half over the past seven
years. According to the airport web-site the airport’s buildings are warmed up
with district heating from biofuel, and all electricity purchased is produced from
renewable sources, such as biofuel, solar, wind and hydropower. The use of
environmentally more sustainable chemicals, glycol recovery and surface water
treatment are examples of measures that reduce the environmental impact on
water courses near the airport. 

Arlanda Airport best practices (Sweden)
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IF YOU ARE CURIOUS TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE
PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND SEE ALL THE ENVIRONMENT
STORIES COLLECTED BY OUR STEERING GROUPS,
PLEASE VISIT OUR FACEBOOK PAGES: 

@SOROS INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, VILNIUS

@MOREMOSAICNGO 

@EUROFORTIS

Partners meet in Riga 
11–12 May 2023, Riga, Latvia – second face-to-face meeting of the partnership

During the meeting, partners from Lithuania (SIH), Latvia (Eurofortis) and Sweden
(More Mosaic) presented the completed tasks, discussed the ongoing activities and
defined the plans for the upcoming events. As of now, the partnership is focusing on
fostering the dialogue between different generations by organising Intergenerational
Green Future days in all partner countries between October 2023 and March 2024, and
disseminating the project and sharing the collected materials with wider public. 
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